KWELA NORTH 2015

ALL ABOUT KWELA CAMP NORTH!!!

KIDS
WITH
ENERGY
LOVE
ACTIVITY

KWELA Camp will be one of the most memorable experiences that we
will ever have! The camp caters specifically to children’s unique therapeutic needs which have been identified by their therapists and parents. At
KWELA a therapeutic community is created which implies that there is a
group of people assembled in an environment that represents the community outside, with all its demands, stresses, social interactions, responsibilities, morals, discipline, etc. Although this is an artificially created environment, the literature supports that this is an effective emotional and
social growth situation.
Furthermore, children receive intensive therapy on a literally “24 hour” basis at the camp and is constantly guided and directed by occupational
therapists and trained KWELA facilitators on a social-, emotional and developmental level.

KWELA Camp was founded by Nita Lombard
and Suzanne Olivier and has successfully been run annually since 2001 in the
Cape. The mere fact that KWELA Camp has gone from strength to strength
convinced them that it is a commodity that is very needed in the community.
There are children that have come back year after year and their parents
have viewed this experience as a valuable contribution to their sustained
well-being.
For this reason KWELA Camp has branched out and Anneri Oosthuizen and Liani Austin held the first ever KWELA Camp just outside Pretoria formally named KWELA
CAMP NORTH. Nita flew up to oversee the facilitators’
training day and Suzanne attended the 5 day camp as a
therapy leader with Anneri and Liani.

WHAT IS A KWELA CHILD?
At KWELA Camp our aim is to
get our children to be…


kind, caring and help their friends.



make new friends with everyone.



brave and open to try new things.



share with their friends and take turns.



talk about their feelings.



see the positive side in everyone and everything even if it is scary.



listen and keep quiet when someone else is talking.



wait until it is their turn.



know that they are special and unique.



try to keep their engines in green.



know what to do when their engines are in red.



smile again even when they were crying before.



open to learn life skills so that they will forever carry a rainbow in their
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hearts!

WHAT OUR KWELA PARENTS HAD TO SAY
Baie dankie vir julle almal

Baie dankie al die

se harde werk. Annika het

"juffrouens" julle is amaz-

die kamp baie geniet!

ing met die kids. Cailyn
het nou n reenboog in
haar sak.

They are still talking about the camp
and I am so glad I sent them. They

Baie dankie vir al jul sterretjies....Elle sommer vir my n ander

are much more independent and I

mensie en groot geword...en ons

think they all are richer as people for

is so trots op haar. Liefde vir jul

the awesome experience!

almal sien jul verseker weer volgende jaar xxx

So stunning! Dankie
vir al julle moeite!

A big thank you and deep appreciation to Anneri
and Liani and all the other support staff who sowed

so many precious seeds into the hearts and lives of
my 3 children. They loved every minute of the camp
and are bubbling news all the time about their happy
experiences. Words cannot adequately convey my
thanks and appreciation to you all.
Just a BIG thank you to all involved
for all you did for our children, looking so well after them, all the positive
input, lots of fun and the loving way

you did it! It is much appreciated and
you are certainly the best!
Annika het dit baie geniet.
Haar hoogtepunt was die perdry. Haar laagtepunt was die
groente!

Julle dames is AMAZ-

ING!! So baie dankie vir

Nogmaals dankie vir so ‘n wonder-

alles wat julle hierdie

like geleentheid! Al julle moeite!

week gedoen het... lekker rus,
en weer eens,
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julle is amazing! Xx

Cailyn het dit verskriklik geniet, dit
borrel sommer uit haar!!

WORK GROUPS
Children were divided into three work groups during the day according
to their age, emotional maturity, development and therapeutic needs. During KWELA CAMP
NORTH we had a Minion Theme throughout and the work groups were named the KEVINS, STUARTS and BOBS. Each group had an occupational therapy leader and facilitators so that we
could create a one adult to two children ratio. Within these three work groups our children participated in daily life-skills groups, sensory integration therapy, perceptual-motor activities as well
as creative crafts during the day.

KWELA NORTH’S 1ST BIRTHDAY
Following KWELA Cape’s tradition, a birthday cake will be presented
each year to celebrate KWELA NORTH’s growth. We were proud to
blow out KWELA NORH’S 1st candle and the chocolate cake was a
well deserved treat!
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TOKENS, KWELA HATS & MEDALS
There is a saying “If a child could, he would” and that inherently each child would like to please rather that misbehave. With honest positive reaffirmation and clear rules of desired behaviour, children earned tokens (minion money) when showing desired behaviour and completing specific tasks.
They redeemed these tokens at the daily KWELA tuck shop where they could choose among preapproved sweets or little gadgets. A token was also given at bedtime when each child reflected on
what they did that day that made them a KWELA child.
During each mealtime a special KWELA hat was awarded to a child who has excelled in some way.
These included showing bravery, being kind and helpful.
On the last day each child “graduated” as a KWELA child by receiving a medal and certificate.
The children’s hearts were filled with positive attributes which were given by their peers and these
were written down onto their hearts. Each child could chose one of these qualities to put down
on their certificate as to why they are a KWELA child.
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MEALTIMES
Mealtimes are regarded as a social event where children learn appropriate social skills, assertiveness such as how to ask for items and to wash up after they were done. Some children also learned
to dish up only a little bit and then dish up more rather than overloading their plates and wasting
food. Our picky eaters showed extreme bravery by trying foods that they would otherwise never
try at home have it not been for the supported environment and good peer pressure.

BEDTIME
Bedtimes were supervised with a bedtime routine, bedtime stories and settling of the children. Children slept in 4 tents with children of the same gender, more or less age and ability with
the exception of keeping siblings of the same gender in the same tents. Each child had to bring a
compulsory soft toy which added a sense of familiar comfort at night. Children also brought their
own bedding and created a calming space by hanging up sheets or blankets on the sides of their
bunk beds. Each tent was also decorated with fairy lights which were kept on at night. A big hit
was the Minion Worry Spray which was made of calming lavender oil. Children sprayed this onto
their bedding and soft toys to deter any unwanted worries. Relaxation therapy was also done with
the children so that they could get in touch with their bodies and not be so scared of all the unknown outside sounds.
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THE VENUE: ATKV KLEIN KARIBA
KWELA Camp North was held at ATKV Klein Kariba resort just outside Bela-Bela, and only a 50
min drive away from Pretoria. Klein Kariba is a popular venue for large school camps and welcomed our Kwela children with open arms. More so, Klein Kariba is renowned for being a safe and
entertaining family resort. A special thank you to Klein Kariba for granting free day permits to our
KWELA parents so that they could spend some time together on the resort and reflect on the
camp before heading back home. Have a peek at www.klein-kariba.co.za.

ATKV KLEIN KARIBA ACTIVITIES
Therapy Factory recently did a resort analysis of the children’s facilities of this beautiful resort.
Many new and exciting therapeutic activities have and will be added as part of the Klein Kariba
children’s programs. ATKV Klein Kariba has permanent and trained children facilitators who present a variety of outdoor activities to children, and school camps. John, Douglas and Christelle
helped our KWELA children during the horse grooming / riding, obstacle course and paddle boat.
They did 7this with a sense of humour and it was heart warming to see how our children’s social
skills could be applied to people outside of the close knit KWELA inner circle during the camp.

LIFE SKILLS
The three KWELA work groups started each day with a life skills session with the purpose of enhancing social and emotional skills. The Kevins, Stuarts and Bobs each had a designated “special
space” where only they were allowed to enter through a tunnel. Each child had a special name, and
these, along with common group characteristics to make them feel like they belong to the group,
as well as rules were written on a large minion poster and recapped each day. Children also learned
about their engines (Alert program) and how to keep calm and “just right” by using fiddles and other sensory techniques. The Basic Breathing was also done at the beginning of each session so that
with repetition it became a natural “reflex” and used spontaneously during real life stressful situations such as at the concert.
The main focus of this year’s KWELA life skills was for the children to get in touch with their
feelings and to grasp this concept on a concrete age appropriate level. These goals were achieved
by means of carefully selected activities and then reflecting on these. Fears / worries and anger /
conflict was also addressed, as well as simple and practical problem solving skills.
Overall Theme

Getting to know myself better, understanding others and dealing with outer and inner conflict.

General Outcomes of the Life Skills
 Understanding others, starts with understanding myself.
 In order to enhance children’s emotional growth, they need to expand their knowledge and
awareness of different emotions.
 Children must leave with an extended self-knowledge and emotional awareness.
 They must be able to put themselves in other’s shoes, as this will help with addressing conflict.
 Appropriate child-friendly strategies / coping skills to deal with emotions, conflict and anxiety
will be learned.
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LIFE SKILLS
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SENSORY INTEGRATION THERAPY
The ATKV Golf Lapa was made available to be used as a sensory integration (SI) Room. Therapy
Factory transported all their equipment (as well as some newly bought Kwela apparatus) to Klein
Kariba. It was a wonderful space in which to create various sensory input and with the help of facilitators and specific stations, the sensory stimulation was varied to tailor-meet each child’s specific needs. Children were reminded of their engines throughout and what to do when they did
not feel “just right”.
The magic of sensory integration therapy came alive and facilitators could not help to comment on
the absolute feel-good, organised and happy energy in the room. Due to the direct effect appropriate sensory input has on the brain, shy children started to interact with their peers as gone was
the anxiety that robbed them of their spontaneity. Busy bees became beautiful butterflies, and
fear was replaced with bravery.
Each session was ended off by a “cool down” where calming deep pressure was applied and children received a 100% juice ice lolly from Lani Fruit Juices to suck on.
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SENSORY INTEGRATION THERAPY
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SENSORY INTEGRATION THERAPY
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HORSE GROOMING & RIDING
This was a KWELA camp highlight! It was a calming, yet anxiety provoking activity for many children. They loved listening to the ATKV facilitators on the “why’s” and “how to’s” of grooming a
horse and how to lead a horse. Children also had a chance to brush and feed the horses and the
session was ended off by a ride on the horse.
Children were cheered on and guided to conquer their fears by means of reflecting on their emotions, engines and then doing calming strategies as needed. Horse riding is also well known for it’s
effective vestibular input it gives in order to enhance muscle tone and balance to name but a few
areas.
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HORSE GROOMING & RIDING
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OUTSIDE OBSTACLE COURSE
Many children with sensory processing difficulties dislike outside obstacles courses when “left to
their own devices” during normal school camps. It was very important that all our KWELA children experienced a sense of enjoyment, control and mastery as they were carefully guided and
helped according to their own unique needs.
Once again children were cheered on and guided to conquer their fears by means of reflecting on
their emotions, engines and then doing calming strategies as needed.
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OUTSIDE OBSTACLE COURSE
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PADDLE BOAT RIDE
This is a popular activity hosted by the ATKV facilitators. Each child was given a chance to paddle and learned how to persevere, work as part of a team and how to have a good laugh when the
boat kept turning in circles!

SWIMMING
KWELA children had an opportunity to swim in the heated shallow pool under strict supervision
of the facilitators and with the help of pool noodle floating devises. Oh what fun!
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CRAFTS
During crafts, children had a chance to practice how to listen, sequence tasks, wait their turns
and ask for help. KWELA children enjoyed connecting with their inner creativity and making concrete memories to take home. The crafts were carefully selected and planned in order to allow for
both function and beauty. Children made a minion hat, a calming minion bottle and a T-shirt with
their own foot print.
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CLIMATE MEETING
Each morning was started off by a solid breakfast and then a climate meeting was held. In the climate meeting the whole group assembled and a quick overview of the day by means of a large day
schedule was given. The group then did their daily dance, which was quickly changed to “step by
step” so that the boys would also participate! The special KWELA dance, was created by Adri
who is a real life children’s dance teacher and was danced to Katy Perry’s song “Roar” - also the
song used in the KWELA invitation. The dancing woke up any still blue engines before daily life
skills groups were started.

EVENING ACTIVITIES
A marshmellow braai was held as well as a stokbrood evening. After mealtimes, children listened to
a cd-story as a group after which they went to their tents for another bedtime story.
Many children were so very tired after the intense jam packed therapy day that they couldn’t wait
to sleep!
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KWELA CONCERT
The last evening was celebrated by a concert and organised by Adri, the dance teacher. Children
were encouraged to do an item together in their work group (Kevins, Stuarts and Bobs) as well as
enter as an added solo or small group item.
The groups were left to work out their own performance and had to find time to brain storm and
practice when there was time after a formal session or during free play. Adri helped them to find
songs and lots of concert dress up clothing as well as face paint was provided.
Before and during the concert, children’s engines were running very high in red and this was once
again grabbed as an opportunity to practice self-awareness and to implement calming strategies
such as talking about their feelings, chewing bubble-gum and doing the Basic Breathing.
The children truly amazed us with their initiative, bravery and spontaneity. Just the fact that it
was not a rehearsed event, made it extra special and in our opinion it was the best ever concert.
Never before had we felt so proud, touched and laughed so much during a concert!
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FREE PLAY & MAKING FRIENDS
Supervised free play and leisure opportunities were made available each day including tuck-shop,
ball games, evening activities such as a stokbrood-braai and the concert. Children could put all
their newly acquired life skills into real life practice such as keeping their engines calm when faced
with social challenges, as well as interacting with their new friends.
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HOPE TO SEE YOU NEXT YEAR
AT KWELA 2016!
To place your child’s name on the
contact list for 2016 please email:
kwelanorth@gmail.com
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